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The DUCKW-Ling is an 8.3 foot long, amphibious water plane area twin hull 

(SWATH) concept vehicle which is propelled by a pair of crawler tracks on land and dual 

propellers when water-borne. In its operational zone, the vehicle’s dynamics change 

dramatically as it transitions from being completely water-borne and buoyancy supported 

to being completely land-borne and track supported. In the water environment, a 

cascaded, first-order sliding mode controller was used to control the surge and heading of 

the vehicle, and was capable of having a faster response when compared to using a 

proportional controller. Additionally, field trials of the DUKW-Ling show the capability 

of the vehicle to navigate and track predetermined waypoints in both terrestrial and 

aquatic terrains. In the transitional zone, the electric motor current from the tracks was 

used as the feedback mechanism to adequately actuate the propellers and tracks in the 

system as the dynamics of the vehicle change.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The DUKW 21 is a design concept for a cargo delivery vehicle designed for 

transporting containers from ship to shore and vice versa where conventional delivery 

methods may be difficult and costly to conduct.  The DUKW 21 design facilitates the 

development of an autonomous cargo delivery system with the objective of reducing the 

required operational personnel and also reducing the need for deep-water ports. This 

unique platform presents the opportunity to study a modern and robust control system for 

vehicles that travel between land and sea.   

While most autonomous vehicles are designed for a specific operating 

environment, the DUKW 21 must be able to navigate in different operating 

environments, especially the surf zone, which is extremely dynamic and difficult to 

characterize. The focus of this thesis is to develop a robust, adaptive control system that 

permits a scaled model of the DUKW 21 (DUKW-Ling) to travel on land and in water.  

The control system  is used to keep the vehicle on pre-planned paths(waypoint 

following).  

1.1 Problem Statement 

An autonomous amphibious vehicle presents a different way to transit cargo from 

ship to land. However, the automatic control of such vehicles across their entire range of 

operating zones is a new area of research that has not been fully explored. An important 
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complication is that the dynamic response of an amphibious vehicle can change 

dramatically across its different operational zones, and exactly how the vehicle dynamics 

change is not well characterized. Thus, a controller must be capable of adapting to 

uncertain and changing parameters in the equations that govern its motion. Additionally 

the forcing and disturbances that the vehicle can experience in the transitional zone are 

random and unpredictable. These issues present an opportunity to explore  nonlinear 

controllers for maneuvering the vehicle. In order to develop an autonomous nonlinear 

adaptive control system for the DUKW-Ling, three main tasks had to be accomplished 

for the completion of this thesis: 1) Data were collected to determine the maneuvering 

characteristics of the vehicle; 2) The data were analyzed for system identification; 3) An 

algorithm that allows the vehicle to transition between two environments (Water and 

Land) was implemented. 

Autonomous control systems for land and sea have been extensively studied and, 

in general,the characterization of these systems is mature. On the other hand, the 

transition zone defined as the zone between sea water and the terrestrial zone has not 

been fully studied. The main difficulties the transition zone presents for the control 

system design is the presence of breaking waves, which are random and unpredictable, 

and shifting from water to liquefied sand, and then from liquefied to dry sand [9],[11].  In 

addition, when the vehicle is traveling in this zone, the vehicle’s dynamics change 

because it transitions from hull support to tread support and form propeller propulsion to 

track propulsion. This action produces an unpredictable contact of the track with the 

ground that can affect the action of the buoyancy force on the vehicle and its response.   
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Hence, the development of a nonlinear adaptive control system may be the solution for 

performing the mission under the requirements and constraints involved with the project.  

Some of these constraints are experimentally established with the vehicle’s performance 

and maneuvering characteristics.  

The experimental procedure in this thesis emphasizes the behavior of the vehicle 

in the transitional zone. In this zone, the vehicle must gradually travel from wet to dry 

terrain or vice versa. In the wet sand zone the vehicle encounters the most significant 

challenges due to the high probability of the tracks sliding in the sand. Likewise, as the 

vehicle proceeds to or from dry terrain, the controller has to adapt to new vehicle 

dynamics. 

1.2 DUKW 21 Background 

The conventional method of supplying a fleet from water to shore is accomplished 

by large transport ships like the Large, Medium-Speed-RO-RO (LMSR) Ship, which uses 

deep-water ports. Keep in mind that designing, constructing and operating these vessels is 

costly due to their complexity. Another alternative is the use of helicopters, which 

generally can only transport relatively small cargo. The two approaches above are 

ineffective because of their high operating costs and manning requirements[6]. 

Furthermore, amphibious vessels have been recognized as important logistic tools 

for the armed forces, not only because they do not require a dock but because of their 

effectiveness when transporting cargo to land.  
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 The DUKW 21 has been under development at the center for Innovation in Ship 

Design(CISD) at the Naval Surface Warfare Center/Carderock Division (NSWC/CD) 

since 2007 [6]. The DUKW 21 is a Small-Water-Plane-Area, Twin Hull (SWATH) 

vehicle with a superstructure designed to transport a 20-foot ISO container. Its arching 

structure provides a strong design that can operate in the dynamic surf zone. The original 

requirements for the DUCKW 21 are as follows [6]: 

 Operate in up to Sea State 2 (SS2) 

 Delivery of Cargo from 5 nm inland 

 Cruise at 15 knots in water  and 30 km/hour on land 

 Climb a standard beach gradient (1:50) 

 Load / unload ISO container automatically 

 Be controlled by either a single crew member or by automatic, unmanned control 

 Deliver 10 ISO containers with refueling 

 Enter well deck of an LPD 

 Lift a loaded 20 foot ISO container weighting 24,000 kg ( 53,000 lbs) 

1.3 DUKW-Ling Platform  

Maritime Applied Physic Corp. (MAPC) developed a scale model DUKW-Ling 

to a ratio of approximately 1/7 for the CISD to demonstrate and study the possibility of 

the DUKW 21 in an amphibious cargo transport mission. DUKW-Ling characteristics are 

summarized in Table 1 

In 2010, the vehicle was loaned to Florida Atlantic University’s Ocean 

Engineering Senior Design project. A preliminary guidance, navigation and control 
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(GNC) sensor system and a lifting mechanism were implemented. The GNC sensor 

system included a GPS, compass, RF transceiver, proximity sensors, depth sensor and 

camera. The vehicle has forklift style cargo-handling mechanism that permits the lifting 

of the ISO container as indicated in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: DUKW-Ling Characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

Marquardt [9], [12], developed mechanical improvements to the vehicle and performed 

an initial analysis of the maneuvering characteristics of the vehicle. Among the 

mechanical improvements was the conversion of the initial five wheel, continuous-chain 

DUKW-Ling 

LOA 106” 

LWL 100” 

Draft 19.3” 

BOA 45” 

BWL 35” 

AWP 1380 in
2
 

Hull 

Separation 

32” 

L/B 2.36 

TPI 0.022 

PPI 50 

Displacement 585 lbs 

Figure 1: DUKW-Ling 

Configuration ca. 2008. 
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driven drive train into a tracked system, which is more similar to the full scale design [9] 

as shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

 

 

Figure 2: Redesigned Tracked Drivetrain. 

 

 

Figure 3: Conveyor Belt Track and New Grousers. 

    

Another modification made by Marquardt consisted of incorporating a more 

accurate GNC sensor suite in anticipation of for the development of a better closed loop 

controller. The sensors are summarized on the Table 2. 
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New Sensors 

GPS (DGPS)(Hemisphere V111), 

Depth Sensor (Airmar  DT800 NMEA 0183), 

IMU (IMU)(Xsens MTI-G), 

Compass (Ocean Server OS-5000). 

Microprocessor TS-7800 

Table 2: New Sensor Suite 

In addition, a printed circuit board (PCB) was designed to integrate all onboard 

sensors with the TS-7800 single board computer (SBC).  This PCB (Figure 4) was 

designed and built at the FAU SeaTech  Campus . 

 

Figure 4: New PCB (Printed Circuit Board). 

1.3.1  Hardware Design 

The main vehicle control system consists of a single-board computer that 

connects to a sensor network on the input side and to the servo controller on the output 

side. The aforementioned includes a TS-7800 (Single-computer board). This single board 

computer has a 500 MHz ARM9 processor with 128 MB of RAM and 512 MB of 
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integrated flash. This SBC also possesses 10 serial Port of RS-232 as well as many digital 

Input(DIO) and (A/D) lines. In addition, it has 2 USB ports and a 10/100/1000 ethernet 

port and the operating system that runs in the computer is GNU/Linux distribution called 

Debian. 

The TS7800 is mounted on the mother board PCB  and housed in a waterproof 

control box on the top of the vehicle. The PCB has its own power supply, which is 

electrically isolated from the power supply used for propulsion in order to reduce noise 

and power fluctuations that might affect the vehicle’s GNC electronics. 

To acquire data to predict the vehicle’s state, the vehicle will be equipped with the 

sensors described in the Table 2. The vehicle is also equipped with two motor controllers 

that are used for the propulsion systems. One is used for the tracked propulsion system 

and the other is used for the propulsion of the propellers. Figure 5 shows the distribution 

of the sensor and interface with the TS7800 (Single-Board-Computer). 

 

Figure 5: Distribution of sensors and interface with TS7800. 
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1.4 Related Research 

1.4.1 DUKW-Ling Autonomy  

Autonomous systems typically consist of four components which include: 

navigation (sensors), guidance (path planning), a controller (determine actuation 

command), and the plant. The sensors of the system will give the vehicle a description of 

its surroundings for both environments. The path planning for each of the different 

operating zone is very different. The reason for this is because land vehicles typically use 

batch path planning which define a complete path from present location to final 

destination [10]. The implementation of this method is easy mainly because of the stable 

ground terrain. Therefore the disturbances that affect the vehicle’s state will occur 

gradually permitting the system to easily adapt, and to have a smooth response. These 

slow disturbances do not require the vehicle’s path to be constantly recalculated [8]. It is 

worth noting that autonomous sea surface vehicles do not use batch planning algorithms 

due to the random and unpredictable behavior that may be present at sea.  Instead, these 

vehicles use continuous path planning, which redefines nearby waypoints that a vessels 

will traverse on its way to a final destination.  Hence, due to random and unpredictable 

environmental conditions that USV encounter, this continuous path planning must be 

used for USVs [7]. It is for this reason that an adaptive guidance system, that combines 

the path planning of both environments, should be explored for amphibious vehicle 

systems. It is important to clarify that the guidance/path planning aspects of land and 

water are only part of the general discussion, but they will not be the main emphasis on 

the content of this thesis. 
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It has been suggested that the transition zone is the most challenging zone for the 

DUKW21 to navigate [6]. This is due to the lack of experimental data and the varying 

effective weight of the vehicle as the vehicle traction system makes intermittent contact 

with shore.  Common ground navigation algorithms assume a constant weight which will 

not be suitable as the DUKW’s effective weight is a function of the buoyant force and 

beach incline [7],[11]. The vehicle’s operating constraints, such as turning radius, 

maximum drivable gradient, and the vehicle’s response in different sea states should also 

be determined [9], [11] for development of a robust control algorithm. 

1.4.2 Control System:  Implementation of a non-linear adaptive controller 

In the process of the development of a nonlinear adaptive controller, it is 

important to determine the dynamic stability of the system. The resulting adaptive control 

algorithm guarantees Lyapunov stability of the error and parameter estimates, as well as, 

asymptotic convergence of the errors to zero [1]. 

 The Lyapunov Theory of Stability will guarantee that the vehicle will achieve its 

mission without having undesirable sinusoidal motions. The experimental results 

described in [9], [11] indicate that the vehicle does not show any undesirable behavior 

and that there is not a substantial sinusoidal dynamic behavior in the vehicle response 

under open loop control. However, this is the case in the open-loop control; there is no 

guarantee that the closed-loop control will have similar stability. Without knowing the 

possible response of the vehicle under closed-loop control, it is necessary to explore a 

more complex controller that will also take in account the uncertain parameters in the 

dynamics of the vehicle. 
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Since the vehicle will travel in two distinct environments, it is essential to develop 

different dynamic maneuvering models of the vehicle. In the marine environment, the 

vehicle will be have a differential thruster configuration, therefore, it is important to 

develop a control system that work based on the power of the propellers and the vehicle 

dynamics.  In [2] an on-board sensor-based adaptive controller for small UUVs in very 

shallow water is developed. The controller computes desired output vehicle force/ torque, 

by comparing the desired position and the current position estimated based on sensor 

measurements. A similar type of the controller has been explored for the DUKW-Ling  

This control scheme is different from conventional adaptive control approaches 

because it estimates a set of combinations of unknown, bounded, constant parameter 

matrices rather than each parameter [2]. Therefore, its computational requirement does 

not depend on the number of system parameters.  This is similar to the controller of the 

DUKW-ling because the system parameters that affect the vehicle are unpredictable. In 

addition, this adaptive control system is structurally simple and computationally efficient. 

Furthermore, stability analysis by the Lyapunov Method proves that the tracking error 

can asymptotically converge to zero [2]. Experimental results of the DUKW-Ling do not 

indicate an undesirable behavior that suggests a sinusoidal steady state response. 

Therefore, this type of controller can be suitable for experimentation for the control 

system in the DUKW. 

In [2] an adaptive control law that adjusts the controller gain based on the 

performance of the system instead of the knowledge of the dynamic model is also 

presented. This approach is not suitable for the control system of the DUKW-Ling. As 
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the experiment presented in [2], the article are performed in a controlled environment, 

where external disturbance are predictable, the performance of the vehicle can be 

calculated. In the case of the DUKW-Ling, the random external environmental conditions 

that the vehicle experiences as it transits the surf zone will not be sufficient to evaluate 

the overall performance of the vehicle.  

In the terrestrial environment, the vehicle is equipped with tracks. For this type of 

drive train, different approaches have been used for controlling vehicle motion.  Wang, 

Wang and Chen [3] present the design of turning control for a tracked vehicle in which a 

simple controller is used to maneuver a vehicle. The controller consists of simplifying the 

nonlinear dynamic model into a linear model. This allows the controller to have only two 

inputs: longitudinal speed and heading rate. Using Quantitative Feedback Theory, the 

controller is given a speed command and rejects the disturbances caused by steering [3].  

The experimental data collected for the DUKW-Ling show some limitation in the 

maneuverability of vehicle [9],[11]. Some of these limitations are illustrated in the 

effectiveness of the response of the vehicle. The performance of the vehicle is affected 

because electric motors have a rated current of 34 Amps.  Therefore, to prevent damage 

to the electric motors, the motor controllers are equipped with a protective system that 

prevents a current higher than 34 Amps. The minimum turning radius that the vehicle is 

able to achieve is 19.5 meters with the following motor commands: Port motor command 

55 and Starboard Motor command 125.  Therefore, the whole implementation of this 

controller will not be possible. However, by the introducing a low and high saturation 

limits in the controller, the vehicle can perform in the appropriate ranges. 
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Another control approach is mentioned in [4]. There, the need for a waypoint path 

following error controller [4] is described. The desired heading direction is set equal to 

the weighted average between the vector defined by the vehicle position and the next 

waypoint. This technique provides a one-step look-ahead for the way point tracking [4]. 

Track slip is another important condition that can alter the maneuvering of the vehicle 

when it travels in different terrains. Cheok et. al [5] mentions that a slipping in the 

vehicle will potentially affect the stability of the vehicle and the maneuvering behavior.  

1.5 Contribution 

The goal of this effort is to implement an adaptive control system that allows the 

vehicle to navigate along a predetermined path as it passes through the three different 

zones: waterborne, landborne, and the transitional surf zone. With this in mind, the 

project is decomposed into three sub categories. The first consists of designing a control 

system that controls the vehicle on solid ground and makes it follow a predetermined 

pathway. After this is achieved, the second part involves the development of a control 

system that is able to run the vehicle in the water and also follow waypoints. Once the 

above steps are accomplished, the data gathered from the control system on water and 

land are used to determine the physical parameters of the vehicle to create a model that 

can recreate the maneuvering behaviors of the vehicle. This model is used in simulations 

in SIMULINK. With the simulations, different controllers can be tested without stressing 

the vehicle. 

The main contribution of this project is to explore different controllers that permit  

the vehicle to travel into the different operating zones. To be able to achieve this goal, the 
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development of the control system is divided in phases.  The first phase consists of 

experimentally defining the vehicle’s behavioral characteristics in each of the operating 

zones, which helps to determine the stability of the vehicle. The second phase consists of 

developing the drivers that parse the data that come from and go to the devices and 

sensors along, with the microcontroller.  With this in mind, a communication system is 

selected that permits real-time message passing between the processes of the control 

system. When full communication of the system is ready, the next phase consists of 

finding the appropriate controller for the vehicle in different environmental zones.  With 

the basic understanding of the vehicle’s behavior and response, the next step is to 

experiment with different controllers to determine which one will be more efficient in the 

transitional zone.  As this DUKW_Ling autonomous amphibious platform is fairly 

unique, the vehicle’s dynamics and the implementation of the adaptive controller are 

relatively new. Therefore, exploring the different types of controllers in random 

conditions is the most challenging and innovative aspect of this research.  

Other important contributions of this project are: communication among different 

processes, the development of system architecture, the development of a waypoint 

tracking controller, and the development of a non-linear controller to transition between 

water and land.  The implementation of these contributions is going to be explained in 

detail in the next section. 

1.6 Experimental approach 

The goal of this testing is to verify that the different controllers developed for the 

vehicle are capable of performing under reasonable error ranges described by 
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requirements of the mission. The mission of the vehicle is to travel from land to sea 

traveling on the transitional surf zone. The development of the control system will be 

accomplished by analyzing the collected data from the vehicle. Likewise, the control will 

be able to smoothly adapt until it is capable of determining the appropriate value in order 

to command the vehicle to travel with enough force from the water and out to the land. 

Testing will be conducted mainly on sites located in the surrounding area of 

SeaTech and Dania Beach. Due to safety requirements, the waves’ height and period 

present in the surf zone were limited to approximately 12 inches in height (double 

amplitude of waves) to prevent damage to the vehicle [9],[11]. While conducting the 

trials, the wave spectrum was measured to better characterize the response of vehicle. 

This was also important for post-processing analysis.  On the other hand, on land, the 

vehicle was limited to use on gradients of less than1 / 5 (about 10 degrees) to prevent 

damage to the electric engines of the vehicle. Some of the limitations the testing process 

are due to the size of the testing area and the possible different sea states the vehicle will 

encounter.  The land test area was limited to a 75 square foot area located at the end of 

the Dania Beach Pier near the SeaTech Campus.  This area sufficed for testing purposes 

because it has the three different zones necessary for the the required controller 

development trials.  

The focus of this research is to show the vehicle’s capability as it transitions from 

water to sand and vice versa. The criterion of this test consists of evaluating the response 

of the vehicle as it travels. The onboard sensors are used to quantify the following: the 

force of the tracks, the vehicle’s behavior characteristics, and the time the vehicle takes to 
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properly adapt to random circumstances. To obtain these results, a series of tests were 

conducted to determine the reliability of the system and the behavior of the vehicle in 

random circumstances.  

1.6.1 Sensor Equipment Calibration 

IMU: The calibration for the Xsens IMU is performed by using the calibration 

software from the factory. This software compensates for disturbances in the magnetic 

field measured by the IMU’s magnetometers.  

Calibration allows the determination of appropriate compensation for 

environmental disturbances. To calibrate the sensor, the device is secured in place on the 

system, and the vehicle is rotated 360
o
 at an approximate speed that completes one 

rotation in three minutes. This “magnetic field mapping” technique helps to determine 

any warping or distortion in the data as result from hard or soft iron effect. In addition, 

the IMU MTI-G comes with a Test and Calibration Certificate. This certificate states the 

calibration values determined during the calibration of the device in Xsens’ calibration 

facilities. The calibration certificate is attached in the Appendix C. 

Compass: the calibration for the compass is done in the similar way as the IMU.  

The compass must be securely installed in the system. After, the compass is set to a 

calibration mode by sending the command 0X1B 0X43.  The system is rotated at an 

approximate speed of one rotation per minute. The compensation parameters are saved 

after performing the test.  
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2 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL 

2.1 Communication and Marshalling 

The Lightweight Communication and Marshalling (LCM) Protocol is used as the 

framework for the guidance navigation and control software architecture. The LCM 

library is used to simplify the development of low-latency message passing systems, 

targeted at real-time robotic applications[13]. The implementation of LCM is essential for 

the communication in the process in the vehicle. The low-latency in passing messages 

opens up the possibility of passing parsed data to the controller in real-time. Therefore, a 

more rapid response is achieved. 

The software architecture is based on LCM for message passing between processes. 

Major tasks are divided into sub-processes that make the code itself portable between 

applications. Different processes are initiated independently and each process uses the 

LCM protocol (using UDP) to publish and to subscribe to a channel where data can be 

read and pass between different processes Figure 6 shows the main processes in the 

controller using the LCM Protocol. 
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Figure 6: LCM Communication Structure. 

2.2 System Architecture 

The software architecture is structured in processes which work independently.  

Figure 7 shows the software architecture that used for the DUKW-Ling: 

 

Figure 7: Software Architecture Diagram. 

The software architecture above shows that the control system collects data from 

the following sensors: GPS, compass, IMU, and depth sensor. It’s worth noting that each 
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sensor has a driver that is responsible for analyzing the data from the sensor and 

publishing it to the estimator. The estimator analyzes the data from all the sensors and 

predicts the best state of the vehicle. This predicted state is then passed on to the 

controller. The controller also receives data from the Mission Planner and compares these 

two sets of data and, in turn, determines how the vehicle should be actuated. Then, the 

controller sends a command to each of the electric motors in order to produce the proper 

thrust to correct the error and guide the vehicle to the desired destination. 

To implement software architecture, it is important to divide the whole process 

into smaller processes so that essential responses that are specific to the vehicle can be 

identified; Figure 8 shows the implementation of the heading control system. 

 

Figure 8: Heading Control System. 

The above processes use the compass as the principal sensor to determine the 

heading error. The proportional control implemented in each of the electric motors is 

determined by using the approach described in the following diagram (Figure 9). This 

figure illustrates how the proportional control in each electric motor responds to different 

error values. The graph also has a steady-state speed that varies until the vehicle achieves 
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the desired speed. This fluctuation changes the slope that relates to the error and 

commands given to the motors. 

 

Figure 9: Proportional controller: Error vs. Port Power. 

Figure 10 shows the vehicle’s response as time passes using the proportional 

control method. The blue line indicates the desired heading the vehicle must achieve and 

the red line is the actual heading the vehicle has.  Since the proportional control technique 

was the only one used, some bias in the steady state response is expected to occur. This 

test was done in the marina at SeaTech. The intent of this test was to see the possible 

response of the vehicle as the desired heading was rapidly changing. The figure shows 

how the vehicle was able respond as the heading changes. This is test was performed in 

calm flat water with not significant wind gust. 
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Figure 10: Vehicle Heading Response. 

2.3 Waypoint tracking controller  

The second process implemented in the main software architecture the 

comparison of the vehile’s actual position with the next target waypoint to determine the 

desired heading. To achieve this, the use of the Haversine formula is necessary to 

transform the degrees to linear units[ 14]; thereby determining the desired angle. Figure 

11 shows the technique used to determine the desired heading.  

Initial development of the waypoint tracking controller was implemented, using 

the heading controller and waypoint code. The results of this implementation are shown 

in Figure 12. The vehicle was able to go approach each waypoint. However the turning 

radius of the vehicle was bigger than expected.  Using these results, the controller was 

modified to reduce the turning radius. This test was conducted at FAU SeaTech, with the 

intent of showing the response of the vehicle as it tries to navigate towards the waypoints. 

The algorithm for this test assigns a new waypoint in the controller when the vehicle is 
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within 5 meters of the waypoint. This causes a gap between the vehicle’s trajectory and 

the desired waypoint. 

 

Figure 11: Calculating Heading to a Waypoint. 
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Figure 11: Waypoint following tracking controller. 

 

The functionality of the controller can be seen in the results of collaborative field  

trials performed with a planner developed by the Maryland Robotics Center at University 

of Maryland. Figure 13 shows how the planner created a series of waypoints that the 

DUKW-Ling had to follow along a predetermined pathway.  As the figure shows the 

planner is not very accurate creating the pathway. However, the overall response of the 

vehicle shows the effectiveness of the heading controller. The purporse of this test is to 

drive the vehicle to the triangles (goals ) through the set of obstacles. The green points 

show the actual position of the vehicle when the red point show the waypoints that create 

the pathway that the vehicle has to go through.  

3 
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Figure 12: Waypoint following tracking using a UMD planer. 

2.4 Vehicle dynamics and controller 

A three degree of freedom (DOF) model in surge 𝑢, sway 𝑣, and yaw 𝜓 (Figure 13) has 

been developed[11] 

 

 

x,  

y,  
z,  

Figure 13: Body fixed coordinate system 

definitions. 
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   (    ̇) ̇  (     ̇)     ̇            ( 1 ) 

   (    ̇) ̇    ̇ ̇   (    ̇)                ( 2 ) 

   (     ̇) ̇    ̇ ̇ (   ̇    ̇)     ̇              ( 3 ) 

Where the vehicle speed is correlated to surge and sway velocity as    √𝑢  𝑣  

(Figure 14). Figure 14 shows the definitions of the vehicles parameters. Here, a body-

fixed coordinate system centered at the center of mass of the vessel is assumed. The 

numerical values of these definitions are summarized on table 3. 

 

Figure 14: Definitions of vehicle speed parameters. 

 

Vehicle Property Variable Name Value 

Length Overall L 2.69 m 

Beam Overall B 1.14 m 

Separation of Propellers l 0.82 m 

Max. Thrust Tp, Ts 133 N 

Mass m 295 kg 

Table 3: Vehicle Property for Body fixed coordinate. 
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2.5 Nonlinear Controller  

As described in Section 1.4.2, to efficiently develop a nonlinear controller of the 

DUKW, it was necessary to look at different alternatives. Preliminary experimental 

testing of the proportional controller shown in figure 9, revealed that it had unexpected 

similarities to a nonlinear sliding mode controller. A sliding mode controller is a function 

of the system’s state as it switches at different frequencies during motion of the system. 

As described in [13], the vehicle must achieve a desired heading under proportional 

control, a thrust is produced by the propellers to make the vehicle to turn towards the 

desired heading. As shown in figure 10, the vehicle is able to achieve this heading; 

however, there is an undesired bias in the steady state response. This bias results because 

the port and starboard propellers are not perfectly matched to produce the same thrust 

when given the same motor command input values. Additionally, the steady state 

response of the vehicle presents oscillations. Even though the proportional controller 

produces a rapid response to the error, the speed of the vehicle was not controlled. The 

design of a proportional controller did not take into consideration the speed of the 

vehicle. Instead, a constant command value was given to the electric motors. As a result, 

the constant command produces a constant steady state speed. However, the proportional 

controller was effective in correcting the heading of the vehicle; this controller did offer 

the possibility of controlling the speed that is essential for the vehicle to travel in the 

transitional zone.  

Taking into consideration the importance of controlling the speed while not 

overstressing the vehicle, a simulation was developed to test the efficacy of different 

controllers for the environments that vehicle will be operating in.  
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The dynamic equations of the DUKW_Ling (1-3) when operating in the marine 

environment were formulated by approximating the vehicle with two cylinders and using 

the numerical values on the Table 4.  This approximation uses the SNAME approach to 

estimate the maneuvering coefficients of the vehicle. In addition, the data collected 

during the first phase of this effort [12], were used to verify the dynamics of the 

simulation as it compared to the actual response of the system to same input values. 

During the system identification phase, speed, zig-zag and circle tests were performed in 

the system to identify the response dynamics in the system. The results of these tests were 

used to validate the dynamic equations of motion. 

Total Mass ( m) 210 Kg 

Waterline 2.50[m] 

Demihull Beam 0.4[m] 

Draft Demihull 0.30[m] 

Side hull gap 0.41[m] 

M. of Inertia 892.85 

Drag Coef. 1.1 

LCG 1.02 

Table 4: Numerical values of the vehicle simulation parameters. 

 

2.6 Dynamics equations of the completely waterborne vehicle: 

The simulation was designed is by using a function responsible for representing 

the response of the vehicle to different inputs.  The functional inputs are the motor 
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commands and the corresponding surge, sway and way rate of the vehicle are the outputs. 

They are used as factors to predict the instantaneous state of the system. Table 5 shows 

the calculated value of the coefficients of the simulation. Some of these coefficients were 

calculated using SNAME. Others were modified to match the vehicle dynamics. 

Coefficient Value 

  ̇ 210.0  

  ̇ 1.450 X 103 

  ̇ 333.6 

   0.000 

   2.581 X 104 

   725.2 

   892.9 

  ̇ 883.0 

  ̇ 333.6 

   1.813 X 103 

Table 5: Coefficients for the simulation. 

The following equations describe the approximate dynamics of the system after being 

manually compared with experimental data. First, the following coefficients are the 

matrices of the vehicle system 

    [

(    ̇)   

 (    ̇) (      ̇)

 (      ̇) (     ̇̇)
]      ( 4 ) 

      [

    (     )
    (     )

 (     )  (     )  
]     ( 5 ) 
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  ̇   ̇

 
   )

    ̇   

(   ̇  
  ̇   ̇

 
   )    ̇    

]    ( 6 ) 

   [
    
     
     

]         ( 7 ) 

    [

       

        ( )         ( )        ( )         ( )

        ( )         ( )        ( )         ( )
].( 8 ) 

The total force for each demihull is calculated as 

 ⃗    (             )   ⃗⃗         ( 9 ) 

where 

 ⃗⃗   (
 
 
 
)           ( 10 ) 

�⃗�  is the state vector. 

Equations (4 - 10) are used to determine the forces acting on the vehicle. Having 

these forces all determined and knowing the inertial properties for port and starboard 

demihull of the vehicle, the acceleration of the vehicle on x, y, and yaw rate of the 

vehicle were obtained. These values were integrated to determine the surge, sway and 

yaw values. With these values, it was possible to determine the position of the vehicle in 

time and compare these values with the actual data collected in the first phase.  Figure 15 

is the actual simulation done in SIMULINK. It shows all of the components used to 

model the vehicle as close as possible to the reality. Each one of the components will be 

describe in more detailed below. 
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Figure 15: Simulink Simulation Model. 

 

 

Figure 16: Input Motors. 

The figure 16 defines the input command going into the plant. This part of the simulation 

was mainly used to compare the simulation with the actual data collected in the radius 
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and zig-zag test. The switching input block in the figure 16 is used to transform the 

percent input into the force in Newtons. The right end of this figure shows the port and 

starboard blocks. These blocks are used to calculate the actual force and moment produce 

in each pod.  

 

Figure 17: Switch ( Close or Open Loop). 

The Figure 17 presents a switch use to change the simulation into autonomous and open 

loop command 

 

Figure 18: Momentum and Force calculation. 

The figure 18 has two saturation blocks. These blocks were used to limit the power in the 

simulation. The saturation value in these blocks is assigned according to the maximum 
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power that the electric motor can produce. The Port and Starboard Motor blocks are used 

to calculate the momentum produced in the system by the forces coming in from the 

thrust. The summation block is used to add the momentum and forces in the vehicle. 

These two parameters are used as inputs in the plant in the simulation. 

 

Figure 19: Vehicle Model. 

The figure 19 is the plant of the system. This is used to predict the next state of the 

system after specific inputs are given. The inputs of the plant are divided into two. This 

first type of input is force and momentum; The second type of input is related to the 

actual state of the vehicle. The inputs for this type are surge, sway and yaw angle. These 

values are used for the plant as a state of the vehicle and could make an estimate of the 

relative response of the vehicle. 
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Figure 20: Model Output. 

 

Figure 21: Plot on the plane. 

The figure 20 shows the output going up from the plant. The outputs are surge, sway, 

Yaw Rate (in Radians) The figure 21 shows the position of the vehicle in the inertial 

frame. This takes the surge, sway and yaw angle as the state of the vehicle and it is able 
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to calculate the relative position in an inertial frame. This is block is capable of 

translating the surge, sway and yaw rate into North East Down  frame. 

 

 

Figure 22: Calculating Error. 

Figure 22 presents the main controller of the system. This block is used for the 

autonomous section of the simulation. Its function consists in determining the error of the 

system and estimating the appropriate power in each of the port to minimize the error. 

To determine the maneuver behavior of the vehicle, it was necessary to compare 

the zig-zag test done in the preliminary testing. The preliminary test data was used to 

develop a model that was able to recreate the data in the testing. The Figure 23 shows the 

starboard and port inputs given to the system. The Figure 24, 25 and 26 show the vehicle 

response due to inputs described in figure 23. These responses are decoupled in surge, 

sway and yaw rate and are shown in these figures respectively.  Besides, these figures 

also present the model generated by the system identification toolbox from 
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MATHWORKS and how close it fits with the actual values. It is important to mention 

that the model is pretty close by taking in consideration the fact that in the reality, the 

vehicle is affected by random and unpredictable wind and currents waves that are not part 

in the simulation.  The approach of identifying the model was used as the preliminary 

test.  

After using this model in multiple situations, the expected behavior of the vehicle 

was not achieved when the inputs were changed. The model seems to have a strong 

linkage with the initial conditions producing some significant deviations from expected 

responses in the simulation. Also, in the simulation, it was noted that the system follows a 

specific pattern behavior for the first fourteen seconds when a new desired heading was 

giving. The response follows this particular pattern and then goes to a steady state. As 

part of the development of the waypoint tracking controller, this model has a big problem 

because as the location of the vehicle changes, the routine generates a new heading that 

the vehicle has to adjust to. This new desired heading makes the system to get a new 

starting state; consequently, in this new state, the system takes about 14 seconds to 

stabilize before starting to correct its position. With this limitation of time, the vehicle 

starts circling around without having a determined heading. Due to the lack of 

controllability of the initial conditions and the inability to maintain an appropriate 

heading control of the vehicle, it was not possible to use this model to recreate the plant 

of the vehicle in the simulation. 
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Figure 23: Input Commands. 

 

Figure 24: Surge vs Time. 
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Figure 25: Sway vs. Time. 

 

Figure 26: Yaw Rate vs Time. 
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The state-space equations determined by the system identification toolbox from 

Mathworks were: 

 ⃗⃗ ̇    ⃗⃗    ⃗⃗ 
 ⃗⃗    ⃗⃗    ⃗⃗ 

,        ( 11 ) 

 

where 
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× 𝟏 −𝟔        ( 13 ) 
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𝟏       
  𝟏     
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]         [
  
  
  

].     ( 14 ) 

 

It is important to mention that the system identification toolbox allows one to 

build a mathematical model of a dynamic system based on measured data by adjusting 

the parameters with a given model until its output coincides as well as possible with the 

measured output. To generate the DUKW-Ling model, it was used a nonparametric 

identification method where the model behavior is estimated without necessarily using a 

given parameterized model set.  Typically nonparametric method includes the correlation 

analysis which estimates a system’s impulse response and a spectral analysis, which 
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estimate a systems’ frequency response. The equation below describes the standard-form 

of the nonparametric method: 

 ⃗⃗ (  𝟏)     ⃗⃗ ( )     ⃗⃗ ( )       ( 15 ) 

 ( )    ⃗⃗ ( )    ⃗⃗ ( )       ( 16 ) 

where   ( ) is the vector of state variables. 

For estimation of DUKW-Ling model, the initial system was quantified to three 

physical outputs 𝑢 (surge), 𝑣 (sway) and   yaw rate and the two physical inputs coming 

from the two propellers. The state vector generated by the System Identification toolbox 

has 7 elements. This state vector is generated by a “black box” nonparametric 

identification method and so the state variables are not necessarily related to any of the 

specific physical inputs and outputs.  

The approach obtained using the system identification toolbox from 

MATHWORKS gave results that matched well for only a single condition. Therefore, a 

new plant was introduced using physical modeling.  Figures 27, 28, and 29 present the 

surge, sway and yaw rate as function of time. These figures also present the simulated 

data and actual data.  The figures show that the response shape of the simulation is very 

close to the real data. Repeated simulations using different input combinations were 

performed to compare the zig-zag test and the turning circle test. The simulation produces 

an average error of 5 percent that is within the acceptable range of tolerance.  

The simulated turning radius test given in the simulation is 1.5% bigger than the 

actual data. This reflects that the simulated result is approximately 1.0 meter bigger that 

the actual radius obtained in the real data. Also, this shows that the simulation is a very 
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close representation of the vehicle behavior since the unpredicted wind and waves 

currents that the vehicle are subjected on the actual testing are not present in the 

simulation.Having these results, a simulation for new controller could be performed.  

 

Figure 27: Surge speed vs. time. 
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Figure 28: Sway speed vss time. 

 

Figure 29: Yaw rate vs. time. 
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2.7 Sliding Mode Control 

Following the sliding mode control approach in [11], it is important to define 

asymptotically stable surfaces, parameterized by a vector ( ), such that the system 

trajectories converge to the surfaces in a finite time. The reaching condition is established 

by using a Lyapunov function   
𝟏

 
    and ensuring that its time derivative is negative. 

This meaning that 

 ̇( )   
 

  
  ( )   .       ( 17 ) 

In the case of DUKW-Ling, one surface is defined to determine the control input. 

Hence, the reaching condition for each surface may be defined as  

  ̇( )   𝟏 ̇𝟏     | 𝟏|              ( 18 ) 

where the value of   determines how fast the trajectory will reach surfaces. 

2.7.1 Surge Control Law 

The sliding mode control for the DUKW-Ling is a first order exponentially stable surface 

defined in terms of the vessel’s surge motion tracking errors 

 𝟏   ̃         ( 19 ) 

where “~” is used to denote the difference between desired values and the actual  

 ̃        .        ( 20 ) 

Continuing the approach in [3], it is essential to calculate a nominal surge control law for 

zero dynamics the time derivative of the surface and using the equation of motion: 

 ̇𝟏   ̇    ̇  = 0,       ( 21 ) 

 ̇    ̇         ( 22 ) 
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 ̂  (      ̇)̂  ̇    (     ̇)̂       ̂̇      ̂ .  ( 23 ) 

The “^” is used to indicate the estimated model. The sliding mode control of the system is 

described below 

   ̂    𝟏   (  𝟏 ).      ( 24 ) 

For determining the value of    is important to define the bounds for model parameters in 

the equations of motions 

|(      ̇)   (      ̇)̂  |    𝟏𝟏        ( 25 ) 

| (     ̇)   (     ̇)̂  |              ( 26 ) 

|  ̇     ̂̇|     ̇𝟏
          ( 27 ) 

|      ̂|     𝟏.         ( 28 ) 

Now, it is necessary to guarantee that the Lyapunov candidate function reaches the set in 

finite time and remains inside it thereafter 

 𝟏   
(  −   ̇)  𝟏

 

 
.       ( 29 ) 

The time derivative of the function above can be derived using the equations of motion: 

 ̇  (      ̇) 𝟏  �̇�         ( 30 ) 

  (      ̇) ̇    (     ̇)      ̇            ( 31 ) 

   ( −   ̇)   −   ̇        

(  −   ̇)
  ̇         ( 32 ) 

 ̂  (      ̇)̂  ̇    (     ̇)̂       ̂̇      ̂      ( 33 ) 

  ̂   ( −   ̇)̂   −  ̂̇     ̂ 

(  −   ̇)̂   ̇          ( 34 ) 

 ̇  (      ̇) 𝟏(  ̇   ̇  )        ( 35 ) 
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(    ̇) 𝟏 �̇�  (  
   (    ̇)     ̇      

(      ̇)
   ̇  ) (    ̇)  𝟏 

                        
   

 

 

   𝟏 ((     ̇)   (    ̇))̂  ̇  ((    ̇)  (    ̇))̂    (  ̂̇    ̇)   

 (     ̂)   𝟏   ( 𝟏)]         ( 36 ) 

Where     is the signum function. The following reaching condition can be achieved 

 ̇  (      ̇) 𝟏  �̇�     (     ̇)̂   | 𝟏|.     ( 37 ) 

And to finalize with this approach, k1 is selected to be: 

 𝟏   𝟏𝟏| ̇ |            𝟏
      𝟏     (    )̂   .   ( 38 ) 

The first approach to incorporate the sliding mode control was to use the p 

controller described in the first part of this section. The incorporation of the two 

controllers will consist of adding them together. The surge controller is incorporated into 

the heading controller in the steady state speed shown in the Figure 14. The heading 

controller uses the steady state speed to maintain a fixed speed when the heading error is 

less than 5%. Therefore, when the vehicle gets into this range, the surge controller will 

work to its best. 

 It is important to mention that in contrast to the traditional Proportional 

controller, this controller will be able to produce reverse thrust to rapidly minimize the 

error when there is a large heading error. This controller will only behave in this manner 

when the negative error is greater than specific negative percent. The percent error used 

for this controller is negative 90° Degrees. 
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The simulation for this configuration gives us the ability to achieve the heading 

first and then get the speed. Even though, the vehicle achieves to the desired heading, the 

steady state oscillates about 2 to 3 degrees. Although the controller is capable of 

achieving the desired heading, it does not keep the vehicle from oscillating.   

 

Figure 30: Heading Error for Sliding Proportional Controller. 
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Figure 31: Speed Error for Sliding Proportional controller. 

The next step is the implementation of a sliding mode controller for the heading.  

Even though, the P controller used for the vehicle gives sound results, it is desirable to 

identify a controller that gives better closed loop control. The implementation of the 

heading controller includes the incorporation of two sliding controllers cascaded into a 

single controller. The two actuator values are added to calculate the actual command that 

will be used in the controller. 

2.7.2 Heading Control law 

The second sliding mode control is also a first order exponential stable surface 

defined in terms of the vessel’s heading 

     ̃.          ( 39 ) 

Where “~” is used to denote the difference between desired values and actual values  

 ̃       .          ( 40 ) 
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To calculate a nominal heading control law for zero dynamics the time derivative of the 

surface and using the equation of motion 

 ̇    ̇    ̇               ( 41 ) 

 ̇    ̇            ( 42 ) 

 ̂  (     ̇) ̂  ̇    ̂     ̇  (   ̇)̂     ̂ ̇   (   ̇)̂    ̂     ̂   . ( 43 ) 

The hat is used to indicate the estimated model. The sliding mode control of the system is 

described below 

    ̂        (  ).        ( 44 ) 

For determining the value of    it is important to define the bounds for model parameters 

in the equations of motions 
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|(     ̇)   (   ̇)̂ |    𝟔𝟔         ( 47 ) 

|  ̇    ̂ ̇|    𝟏𝟏          ( 48 ) 

|(     ̇)   (  ̇)̂|    𝟏𝟏         ( 49 ) 

|     ̂  |     𝟏          ( 50 ) 

|     ̂ |     𝟏.         ( 51 ) 

Now, it is necessary to guarantee that the Lyapunov candidate function reaches the set in 

finite time and remains inside it thereafter 

    
(  −  )   

 

 
.         ( 52 ) 

The time derivative of the function above can be derived using the equations of motion: 
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 ̇   (     )    ̇          ( 53 ) 
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The following reaching condition can be achieved 
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 ̇   (     )    ̇    (     ̇) ̂   |  |.      ( 66 ) 

And   is selected to be 

    𝟓𝟓 ̇   𝟏𝟏  ̇   𝟔𝟔           𝟏𝟏     𝟏    𝟏  (     )̂  .( 67 ) 

  The two sliding mode controllers described above were first recreated in a 

simulation in SIMULINK as this is shown in the figures 32 and 33. Then, these 

controllers were translated into C language and coded into the main microcontroller in 

the vehicle.  

The result of the simultaneous sliding mode controller shows that vehicle is able 

to reach the desired heading (Off 160 degrees from the initial heading) in about 50 

seconds. As part of the testing, figures 35 and 36 show that the vehicle was able to 

maintain its desired speed after the heading control was achieved. A series of tests were 

performed to prove that the vehicle was behaving as shown in the figures. All the testing 

is summarized in (Appendix B). Figure 34 shows that there is a bias in the steady state 

heading error. This is a due to fact that there is an port is more powerful than the 

starboard propeller motor. This finding is supported by figure 34, which shows a 

correlation between the heading and the port and starboard motors in the vehicle. This 

suggests that the control of vehicle produces higher thrust on the port motor to 

compensate the biased on the vehicle. However, there is a long time that the port motor 

command is higher than the starboard motor; the heading of the vehicle does not change. 

This is type of behavior can be produced by the wave current in the water.  The steady 

state response shows small oscillations in the system. These oscillations are mainly 

produced for external disturbances that are not taken in account in the simulations. Figure 
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37 and 38 compared the responses of the sliding-proportional controller of and the two 

cascaded sliding mode controllers. Figure 37 presents how the speed in the proportional-

sliding controller achieves the desired speed more rapidly, however, when this figure is 

compared with the figure 38, the heading error response of the proportional sliding 

controller is slower that the two cascaded sliding controllers. This suggests that even 

though the proportional controller has a shorter response time, the overall performance of 

the system is less effective than the performance of the two cascaded sliding controllers. 

 

Figure 32: Heading error for the two sliding controllers. 
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Figure 33: Speed error for the two cascaded sliding controllers. 

 

 

Figure 34: Relation between propeller commands and heading. 
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Figure 35: Speed error  - Simulated and actual data. 

 

 

Figure 36: Heading error - simulated and actual data. 
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Figure 37: Comparison of sliding-proportional vs. two cascaded sliding controller 

speed error. 

 

Figure 38: Comparison of sliding-proportional vs two cascaded sliding controller 

heading error. 
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water test. For the development of the controller, it is important to enumerate the 

different problems that the vehicle encountered in the experimental trials.  

One of the issues the tracks have is that the motor controller limits the current 

going into the electric motors; consequently, the performance of the vehicle is 

significantly reduced.  Also another problem is that the track-drive gets stuck as result of 

sand getting into the tracks. This obstructs the mechanism and causes the tracks to not 

rotate. Another interesting problem is that the tracks can only go in one direction.  Trying 

to actuate the two tracks in opposite directions will cause one of the tracks come out its 

track line. 

Knowing the mechanical issues that the tracks have, the implementation of the 

sliding mode controller is not suitable in this terrain.  As explained in the section 2.7, the 

sliding mode controller will produce drastic changes in the input of the electric motors. 

These types of drastic changes in the drive motors can cause the motor controller to shut 

down and prevent the vehicle to act as intended.  

According to initial testing and experimental analysis that was conducted on the 

vehicle, the vehicle can only turn using a specific range of motion. The range that the 

vehicle is capable of traveling is 79% as the maximum and 36% as the minimum 

command value [9]. When the vehicle is outside this range of motion, it will not turn 

properly and will start abruptly turning, such that tracks start coming off. This type of 

problem produces a failure in the vehicle performance since the vehicle is dramatically 

immobilized. Even though, the motor controller has a shutdown emergency system that 
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prevents it from powering the track motors when a high current is detected, it is possible 

that current peaks can cause enormous fatigue and reduce motor performance.  

With the issues mentioned above, it was difficult to design a controller that 

prevented the tracks of the vehicle from getting stuck.  It was necessary to introduce a 

controller that was able to move the vehicle and at the same time provide enough power 

to turn the vehicle.  

When analyzing the data collected during experimental tests, it was noted that 

external disturbances from the terrain and vehicle motion produced a noisy compass 

signal. This corrupted data caused drastic changes in the command values going into the 

motor controllermotor controllers. This unexpected effect caused the electric motors to 

produce big changes the motor commands. At the same time, the abrupt variations caused 

the PID control system to regulate the functionality of the motors. This behavior of the 

motor controllermotor controller interfered with the performance of DUKW-Ling. 

The incorporation of a Kalman filter, effectively reduce the noise and filter the 

data coming from the compass, significantly improved the large motor command values 

from being generated when trying to follow a desired heading. . Figure 39 shows the 

actual and filtered data coming from the compass; the Kalman-filtered data decrease the 

amplitude of the peaks so that the motor controllermotor controller does not activate its 

emergency shutdown system. 
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Figure 39: Kalman Filter Data from Compass 

Another issue that the vehicle encountered during testing was that the DUKW-

Ling’s track drivetrain chain was loose. There were two reasons for this: the first is that 

with the the motion of the electric motors was intentionally given some play to permit a 

small amount of misalignment in the drivetrain; and the second reason is that the size of 

each link was too large to allow the chain to be tied more rigidly by removing an 
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 The effect that the loose chain had on the system is reflected in the 
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from the track motors in real time; a delay can be seen in the measured state of the track 

motors. 

The development of a controller that was capable of gradually changing as the 

vehicle was moving and turning at the same time was achieved by utilizing a proportional 

controller. This proportional controller is capable of making the vehicle to move while 

keeping the command values in the range described in the experimental test.  

The proportional controller incorporates the same parameter as the controller used 

the preliminary data explaining that as the error changes, the value of the motors changes 

as well.  The controller in figure 9 has a middle section in which the controller keeps a 

constant command value that maintains the vehicle moving with a constant speed. As the 

controller developed for marine zone the vehicle, this controller for land will be unable to 

control the speed of the vehicle in land. Instead, the vehicle will keep a constant speed 

while the vehicle gets to an error less than 5%. Figure 40 presents the trajectory of the 

vehicle on land by utilizing the proportional heading controller and the waypoint tracking 

routine developed in the water. As the figure presents, the vehicle tracks the waypoints 

closely.  
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Figure 40: Waypoint tracking routine in Land 
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Since automatically crossing the transitional zone is the most difficult task in the 

development of this thesis effort, it is important to carefully analyze the experimental test 

data collected by Marquardt [9]. A very interesting issue to study from these data is that 

the testing performed shows high command values. These values were not easy to utilize 

given the limitations of the drive train mentioned in section 2.8. 
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current from the motor controller of the tracks, and actuating the propeller and tracks as 

the criteria outlined below are attained. 

Figure 41 presents the controller responsible of transiting the vehicle in the 

transitional zone. The first block of the figure 41 shows the operational zone that vehicle 

will be travelling. The second block shows the characteristic pattern of the current to the 

track motorswhen this goes into the water in the transitional zone.  

 

Figure 41: Controller for the Transitional Zone 

 

 This block shows that as the vehicle starts floating in the water and loses contact 

with the ground, the current in the tracks undergoes a gradual reduction until it 

approaches zero. The above description exemplifies the transition the DUKW from water 

to land. In similar way, the behavior of the current when the vehicle goes from land to 

water is described in this block. The current of the tracks is zero and as the vehicle 
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approaches to land and the tracks starts to contact the ground and the current gradually 

increasing until it gets to a constant current. 

The third and fourth blocks describe the command values going in the propellers 

and track motors. Moreover, the line that appears in the all the blocks of the figure is used 

in the system as the trigger to activate and deactivate the minimum motion of the tracks.  

Since the vehicle has the ability of waypoint tracking. This line represents the trigger 

waypoint. The reason for doing this is to completely turn off the tracks and to prevent 

battery power consumption. 

 A test was performed on the beaches in the City of Dania Beach, just across of 

the Seatech, FAU campus. The experimentation was done with the intention of 

demonstrating the ability of the controller to properly turn off and on the controllers as 

the vehicle moves into and out of the water. Figures 42, 43, 44 and 45 describe the 

behavior of the drive current to the propellers and the track motors. These figures show 

how the current in the electric motors changes as the vehicle approaches the water. The 

figure 42 shows that the propellers activate about 24 seconds after the vehicle is in 

motion; This shows that the threshold that trigger the controller was achieved and full 

power is given to the propellers. Figure 43 shows that the tracks deactivate about 25 

seconds after the vehicle is motion; this also shows the proper action that the controller 

takes when the current is lower than the threshold value. The command value of the 

tracks is reduced to the minimum value after the threshold value is achieved. 
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Figure 42: Starboard Tracks Current. 

 

Figure 43: Port Tracks Current. 
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Figure 44: Port Propeller Current. 
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Figure 45: Starboard Propeller Current. 

Figures 46 and 47 contrast the two controllers and shows the simultaneous 

actuation of the controllers as described in the controller figure.  
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Figure 46: Starboard Side Current. 

 

Figure 47: Port Side Current. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

This project aimed to develop a nonlinear controller for the DUKW-ling 

autonomous amphibious vehicle. The controller has the capacity to gradually change its 

parameters and adjust to different operational zones. Knowing that these are 

unpredictable, the first step was to further analyze the systems identification data 

collected during the first phase of this research. From these data, the dominant 

maneuvering characteristics and operational limitations of the vehicle were determined. 

These characteristics were used to design a closed loop controller.  

In order for the system to properly estimate its state in real time, it was important 

to develop an organized software architecture that permits the collection of data from 

diverse sensors, parsing and utilizing them almost simultaneously. As described in 

Section 2.3, the software architecture is capable of simultaneously predicting the 

system’s state and controlling the vehicle. The software infrastructure was used to collect 

and save data in real time, as well as, pass it on to the other processes. The software 

passes data in real-time, thanks to the successful implementation of the Lightweight 

Communication and Marshalling system. 

The cascaded proportional controller is capable of controlling heading and speed 

in the water . In Section 2.2 it is shown that the vehicle can follow a desired heading and 

perform waypoint tracking.  The algorithm designed for the estimation of the vehicle 
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state worked successfully. The functionality of the controller can also be seen in the 

results of test performed with a planner developed by the University of Maryland. 

After analyzing the land maneuvering results, it was noted that the initial version 

of the Kalman filter used during waterborne testing was unable to properly estimate the 

heading of the vehicle. The rigid terrain produced severe caused severe vibrations when 

operating on hard-packed sand;, This caused a very noisy compass signal. This became 

worse when the compass was oriented near the wrapping point where the heading rapidly 

changes between 0
o
 and 360

o
. Near this heading, the Kalman filter would estimate the 

heading to be about 180
o
. This problem was solved by utilizing the raw data coming from 

the compass and calculating the error between the raw data and the estimated heading. By 

Kalman filtering the error the heading disturbance problem was solved. 

The sliding mode controller presents an alternative for low level vehicle control. 

The implementation and results show that the vehicle can achieve a desired heading and 

speed. The cascaded sliding mode controller is capable of reaching a desired heading 

(when started about 40
o
 degrees off course) within about 25 seconds and it achieve its 

desired speed in about 30 seconds. 

The DUKW-Ling is capable of transporting cargo and autonomously tracking waypoints 

in land and water. Additionally, the vehicle can travel through the transitional zone. A 

recommendation for future work is to test the capabilities of the vehicle and research its behavior 

in different sites and environments. Furthermore it is also important to test the vehicle in different 

sea-states. This will help to understand in more detail in which conditions the vehicle will safety 
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operate without putting the cargo and the other vessels at risk. Additionally, this vehicle offers the 

opportunity to explore the performance of different controllers to transit the operational zones. 

The DUKW-Ling cargo transporting concept should be further researched. It is important 

to clearly define how the vehicle will be mated with the boat or ship where the cargo is going to 

be taken or delivered. Consequently, it is important to define the maneuvering characteristics of 

the vessels when it gets close to its mating ship. A trade study should be conducted to determine 

the best mechanism for cargo delivery between the two vessels. 

The recognition of objects in the field should be another area that can be further study for 

DUKW-Ling project.  The implementation of vision and sensing devices could not only improve 

the performance of the vehicle in navigation, but it also can help to better estimate the vehicle’s 

state. Additionally, this improvement will make easier the delivery process. 

An important key of study for this model is the design of the lifting mechanism 

responsible for capturing and taking in place the cargo. It is essential to clearly stipulate the 

process that the vehicle will be able to identify ISO container or delivering cargo object. This 

research will also include the exploration of a fine-motor controller that allows the vehicle to 

accurately capture the object without stressing the vehicle and the cargo. 

The DUKW-Ling is a unique vehicle which permits adding extra sensor devices on its 

structure.  The software architecture and software system that has developed during this research 

can be utilized in other fields. For instance, the DUKW-Ling presents a stable platform with the 

ability to track waypoints in the water. This particular configuration can be used on bathymetric 

and topographic surveys. The platform of this system is capable of logging data that permits one 

to know the position of the vehicle in real-time. Therefore, the position of the vehicle can be 

related to the measurements taking by bathymetric devices  
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4 APPENDIX 

A. C code 

//**************************************************************************** 
// This is a revised version of the vbass32 with the intention of getting the vehicle 
 // 
// to go straight. To do so, we change the values of the bias in the vehicle by    
     // 
// increase starboard by 3 and decreasing port by 2;      
         // 
// version7:In this version of this code, it has been introduced different interval for the motor 
controllers. // 
// version8: Introducting the the variable of the constant speed on the plant.   
      // 
//*****************************************************************************
*********************************// 
 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
//    Include the required libraries    // 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#include <termios.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <sys/signal.h> 
#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <sys/ioctl.h> 
#include <fcntl.h> 
#include <errno.h> 
#include <pthread.h> 
#include <time.h> 
 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
//    Declare Files for logging    // 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
FILE *Heading_Compass; 
FILE *Pitch_Compass; 
FILE *Roll_Compass; 
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FILE *Temperature_Compass; 
 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
//    Declare Functions      // 
//////////////////////////////////////////  
 
int parsing_compass(char compass_string[100]); 
int create_file_Compass(void) ; 
int range_value_detector(int channel , int first_value, char a[], int comfd); 
int finding_dec_into_hex(int channel ,int first_value, char a[]); 
char changing_decimal_to_string_hex(int a); 
char function_2(int channel); 
int function_filter( int variable1, int *variable2, int *variable3, int *start_value); 
int function_error( int desire_angle, int actual_heading); 
void function_Values_Servos(int error_system, float Foward_Gain, float Reverse_Gain, int 
*Power_Starboard, int *Power_Port, int *minimun_constant_speed, float delay, int 
protecting_fast_speed); 
 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
//    Main Function       // 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
int main() 
{ 
  
 //************************************************************************// 
 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
//    Introduce the local variables  // 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
  int desire_angle; 
  float Foward_Gain; 
  float Reverse_Gain; 
  char enter; 
  int actual_heading; 
  int error_system; 
  int Power_Port;  
  int Power_Starboard; 
  int first_value_path1;  
  int second_value_path1; 
  float dt;    
  int minimun_constant_speed; 
  float delay = 0.01; 
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  int escaping = 0; 
  int changing_heading; 
 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
//    Filter Variable_Headings    // 
////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
  int Variable_Heading1;  // int Variable_Heading1// the new value coming from 
sensor 
  int Variable_Heading2; // int Variable_Heading2 
  int Variable_Heading3; //int Variable_Heading3 
  //int actual_heading; //int Variable_Heading4// the filter value coming out for 
the function 
  int start_value_Heading = 1;// this is used to fill the first values of the filter) 
   
   
   
/* 
 // Filter Variable_Command 
  int Variable_Command1// the new value coming from sensor 
  int Variable_Command2 
  int Variable_Command3 
  //int Variable_Command4// the filter value coming out for the function 
  int start_value_Command = 1;// this is used to fill the first values of the filter) 
*/ 
 
//**************************************************// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//            
 //   
//  Setting up the Compass      // 
//            
 // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
  
  char *OSC_FILE_DES = "/dev/ttts1"; 
        //char OSC_BAUD_RATE = "B19200";  
         
  int cmp_fd; //File descriptors. 
        struct termios old_cmp_tio, new_cmp_tio, old_kbd_tio, new_kbd_tio; 
        int need_exit = 0; 
        int cmp_ind = 0; 
         
        //Initializing the COM port and setting some stuff. 
        //Make the FD. 
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        cmp_fd = open(OSC_FILE_DES, O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY | O_NONBLOCK); 
 
        //Check to see that "open" call was successful. 
        if (cmp_fd < 0) { //If it broke.... 
                perror("open"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
        //Print saying that was the case. 
       printf("Opened COM port to OS5000:%s\r\n", OSC_FILE_DES); 
 
        //Get current attributes for cmp_fd. 
        if (tcgetattr(cmp_fd, &old_cmp_tio) < 0) { //If it broke... 
                perror("tcgetattr -> cmp_fd:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
         
         
        //Make a new termios structure with the settings we want. 
        new_cmp_tio.c_cflag = B19200 | CS8 | CLOCAL | CREAD; 
        new_cmp_tio.c_iflag = IGNPAR; 
        new_cmp_tio.c_oflag = 0; 
        new_cmp_tio.c_lflag = 0; 
        new_cmp_tio.c_cc[VMIN]=1; 
        new_cmp_tio.c_cc[VTIME]=0; 
         
        //Flush whatever is in the buffer for that file. 
        if (tcflush(cmp_fd, TCIFLUSH) < 0) { //If it broke... 
                perror("tcflush -> cmp_fd:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
        //Set new attributes. 
        if (tcsetattr(cmp_fd, TCSANOW, &new_cmp_tio) < 0) { //If it broke... 
                perror("tcsetattr -> cmp_fd:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
 
        //Change STDIN input to non-canonical (don't have to hit enter this way). 
        //First get the current terminal settings. 
        if (tcgetattr(STDIN_FILENO,&old_kbd_tio) < 0) { //If it broke... 
                perror("tcgetattr -> STDIN_FILENO:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
         
        //Then save for later. 
        new_kbd_tio = old_kbd_tio; 
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        //Modify the new settings. 
        new_kbd_tio.c_lflag &= ~ICANON; 
         
        //Flush the file buffer. 
        if (tcflush(STDIN_FILENO, TCIFLUSH) < 0) { //If it broke... 
                perror("tcflush -> STDIN_FILENO:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
         
        //Apply the new settings. 
        if (tcsetattr(STDIN_FILENO,TCSANOW,&new_kbd_tio) < 0) { //If it broke... 
                perror("tcsetattr -> STDIN_FILENO:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
         
   
////////////////////////////////////// 
//         // 
//  Creation of files   //  
//         // 
//////////////////////////////////////  
      
 
  create_file_Compass();    
         
        
 
//**************************************************************// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//            
    //   
//  Setting up the Port to communicate with polulu   // 
//            
    // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
     
     
     
 
    char data_str[100]; 
   
   
  int comfd; 
 struct termios oldtio, newtio;        //place for old and new port settings for serial 
port 
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 //struct termios oldkey, newkey;        //place tor old and new port settings for 
keyboard teletype 
  
 char *devicename = "/dev/ttts9"; 
 
 comfd = open(devicename , O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY | O_NONBLOCK); 
 
 tcgetattr(comfd,&oldtio); // save current port settings  
 newtio.c_cflag = B9600 | CS8 | CLOCAL | CREAD; 
 newtio.c_iflag = IGNPAR; 
 newtio.c_oflag = 0; 
 newtio.c_lflag = 0; 
 newtio.c_cc[VMIN]=1; 
 newtio.c_cc[VTIME]=0; 
 tcflush(comfd, TCIOFLUSH); 
 tcsetattr(comfd,TCSANOW,&newtio); 
  
 char letter[4] = {0xAA, 0xFF, 0x00, 0x00}; 
  
  
 
//**************************************************************// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//            
    //   
//  Action of the vehicle to do       
 // 
//            
    // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
 desire_angle = 318; 
 Foward_Gain = 0.6; 
 Reverse_Gain = 0.3; 
 dt = 0.2; 
 minimun_constant_speed = 60; 
  
 time_t timenow; 
  
 ////gate 
 time_t timegate; 
 int timeg = 27; 
 int Protectiongate = 0; 
  
 
 ///// Rotating 1 
 time_t timenow1; 
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 int Rotating_degree1 = -1; 
 int time1 = 16; 
 int Protection1 = 0; 
  
 
  
 //// Rotating 2 
  
 int Rotating_degree2; 
 int time2 = 2; 
 int Protection2 = 16; 
 time_t timenow2; 
  
  
 ///// Rotating 3 
 int Rotating_degree3 = -3; 
 time_t timenow3; 
 int time3 = 16; 
 int Protection3 = 0; 
 
  
 //// Rotating 4 
 int Rotating_degree4 = 5; 
 int time4 = 17; 
 int Protection4 = 0; 
 time_t timenow4; 
  
 //// Rotating 5 
 int Rotating_degree5 = -15; 
 int time5 = 17; 
 int Protection5 = 0; 
 time_t timenow5; 
  
  
 //// Rotating 6 
 int Rotating_degree6 = -2; 
 int time6 = 34; 
 time_t timenow6; 
 int Protection6 = 0; 
  
  
 //// Rotating 7 
 int Rotating_degree7 = 2; 
 int time7 = 17; 
 time_t timenow7; 
 int Protection7 = 0; 
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 //// Rotating 8 
 int Rotating_degree8 = -2; 
 int time8 = 17; 
 time_t timenow8; 
 int Protection8 = 0; 
  
 
 
  
  
  
 int chara; 
  
 // enter in a do loop 
  
 do { 
 // case1 
  
 print("\r\n\r\n"); 
 print("\r\n  1 desire_angle %d \r\n", desire_angle); 
 //print("%d%c", &desire_angle, &enter); 
  
  
// case2 
 print("\r\n 2 Foward_Gain %f \r\n", Foward_Gain); 
 //print("%f%c", &Foward_Gain, &enter); 
// case3 
 print("\r\n 3 Reverse_Gain %f \r\n", Reverse_Gain); 
 //print("%f%c", &Reverse_Gain, &enter); 
// case4 
 print("\r\n  4 dt %f \r\n", dt); 
 //print("%f%c", &dt, &enter); 
// case5 
 print("\r\n 5 minimun_constant_speed; %d \r\n", minimun_constant_speed); 
 //print("%d%c", &minimun_constant_speed, &enter); 
// case6 
 print("\r\n  6 timeg; %d \r\n", timeg); 
 //print("%d%c", &timeg, &enter); 
// case7 
 print("\r\n  7 Rotating_degree1, %d \r\n", Rotating_degree1,); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree1, &enter); 
  
// case8  
 print("\r\n 8 time1; %d \r\n", time1); 
 //print("%d%c", &time1, &enter); 
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// case9 
 print("\r\n 9 Rotating_degree2; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree2); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree2, &enter); 
// case10  
 print("\r\n  10 time2; %d \r\n", time2); 
 //print("%d%c", &time2, &enter); 
// case11 
 print("\r\n  11 Rotating_degree3; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree3); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree3, &enter); 
// case12  
 print("\r\n  12 time3; %d \r\n", time3); 
 //print("%d%c", &time3, &enter); 
// case13 
 print("\r\n 13 Rotating_degree4; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree4); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree4, &enter); 
// case14  
 print("\r\n 14 time4; %d \r\n", time4); 
 //print("%d%c", &time4, &enter); 
// case15 
 print(" \r\n 15 Rotating_degree5; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree5); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree5, &enter); 
// case16  
 print("\r\n 16 time5; %d \r\n", time5); 
 //print("%d%c", &time5, &enter); 
// case17 
 print("\r\n 17 Rotating_degree6; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree6); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree6, &enter); 
// case18  
 print("\r\n 18 time6; %d \r\n", time6); 
 //print("%d%c", &time6, &enter); 
// case19 
 print("\r\n 19 Rotating_degree7; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree7); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree7, &enter); 
// case20  
 print("\r\n 20 time7; %d \r\n", time7); 
 //print("%d%c", &time7, &enter); 
  
// case21 
 print("\r\n 21 Rotating_degree8; %d \r\n", Rotating_degree8); 
 //print("%d%c", &Rotating_degree8, &enter); 
// case22  
 print("\r\n 22 time8; %d \r\n", time8); 
 //print("%d%c", &time8, &enter); 
 print("\r\n\r\n"); 
chara = getchar(); 
switch(chara){ 
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case'1': 
  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Input the desire heading:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &desire_angle, &enter); 
 break; 
  
case'2': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Foward Gain:  "); 
 scanf("%f%c", &Foward_Gain, &enter); 
 break; 
case'3': 
  printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Reverse Gain:  "); 
 scanf("%f%c", &Reverse_Gain, &enter); 
 break; 
case'4': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "dt:  "); 
 scanf("%f%c", &dt, &enter); 
 break; 
case'5': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "minimun_constant_speed:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &minimun_constant_speed, &enter); 
 break; 
case'6': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "timeg:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &timeg, &enter); 
 break; 
case'7': 
  printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree1:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree1, &enter); 
 break; 
  
case'8' : 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time1:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time1, &enter); 
 break; 
case'9': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree2:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree2, &enter); 
 break; 
case'10':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time2:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time2, &enter); 
 break; 
case'11': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree3:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree3, &enter); 
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 break; 
case'12':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time3:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time3, &enter); 
 break; 
case'13': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree4:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree4, &enter); 
 break; 
case'14':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time4:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time4, &enter); 
 break; 
case'15': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree5:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree5, &enter); 
 break; 
case'16':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time5:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time5, &enter); 
 break; 
case'17': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree6:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree6, &enter); 
 break; 
case'18':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time6:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time6, &enter); 
 break; 
case'19': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree7:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree7, &enter); 
 break; 
case'20':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time7:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time7, &enter); 
 break; 
case'21': 
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "Rotating_degree8:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &Rotating_degree8, &enter); 
 break; 
case'22':  
 printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "time8:  "); 
 scanf("%d%c", &time8, &enter); 
 break; 
default:  
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} 
 
printf("\r\n%s \r\n", "type e to execute ");  
chara = getchar(); 
 
 
}while( chara == 'e')  
 
  
  
 // getchar 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 // pass to the following state 
  
  
 /////////// Protecting Fast Speed 
  
 int protecting_fast_speed = 1; 
  
///////////////////////  
/////////getting times 
 timenow = time(NULL); 
 timegate = timenow; 
 timenow1 = timegate + timeg; 
 timenow2 = timenow1 + time1; 
 timenow3 = timenow2 + time2; 
 timenow4 = timenow3 + time3; 
 timenow5 = timenow4 + time4; 
 timenow6 = timenow5 + time5; 
 timenow7 = timenow6 + time6; 
 timenow8 = timenow7 + time7; 
  
 printf( "gate time: \t%ld\r\n",timegate); 
 printf( "timenow1: \t%ld\r\n",timenow1); 
 printf( "timenow2: \t%ld\r\n",timenow2); 
 printf( "timenow3: \t%ld\r\n",timenow3); 
 printf( "timenow4: \t%ld\r\n",timenow4); 
 printf( "timenow5: \t%ld\r\n",timenow5); 
 printf( "timenow6: \t%ld\r\n",timenow6); 
 printf( "timenow7: \t%ld\r\n",timenow7); 
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 printf( "timenow8: \t%ld\r\n",timenow8); 
  
    do { 
                struct timeval timeout = {1,0}; 
                char c; 
                fd_set fds; 
                int ret1, ret2; 
                //Zero file descriptor set, then append all types. 
                FD_ZERO(&fds); 
                FD_SET(cmp_fd, &fds); 
                FD_SET(STDIN_FILENO, &fds); 
                ret1 = select(FD_SETSIZE, &fds, NULL, NULL, &timeout); 
                if (ret1 == -1) { //If select returns an error. 
                        perror("select"); 
                        need_exit = 1; 
                } else if (ret1 > 0) { 
                        if (FD_ISSET(cmp_fd, &fds)) { 
                                ////printf("cmp_ind: %d\r\n---------\r\n", cmp_ind); 
                                do { //Read while we get errors that are due to signals. 
                                        ret2 = read(cmp_fd, &c, 1); 
                                } while (ret2 < 0 && errno == EINTR); 
                                ////printf("Got here.\r\n"); 
                                //if(searching_for_start == 1){ 
                                if (ret2 == 1) { 
                                        data_str[cmp_ind] = c; 
                                        ////printf("%d: %c,", cmp_ind, c); 
                                        cmp_ind++;  
                                        if(c == '\n'){ 
                                                ////printf("\r\n............\r\n"); 
                                                ////printf("newline"); 
                                                //print_hex_arr(data_str, cmp_ind, stdout); 
                                                ////printf("\r\n"); 
                                                //printf("%s", data_str); 
                                                //zero_arr(data_str, cmp_ind); 
                                                cmp_ind = 0; 
           
 Variable_Heading1 = parsing_compass(data_str); 
           
 actual_heading = function_filter(Variable_Heading1, &Variable_Heading2, 
&Variable_Heading3, &start_value_Heading); 
                                                 
           
 timenow = time(NULL); 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
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 if (timegate <= timenow) 
           
 { 
           
 if (Protectiongate == 0) 
           
 {  
 
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 //escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protectiongate = 1; 
           
 } 
           
 }  
     /////////////////////////////////////////   
     
           
 if (timenow1  <= timenow)   
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection1 == 0) 
           
 {  protecting_fast_speed = 0; 
            
  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
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 ///// brake the vehicle 
            
  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 107, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 147 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
 sleep(1); 
            
 /////go to zero 
            
  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
             
            
 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree1; 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
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 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection1 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
             
///////////////////// 
             
   // 2 dos 
           
 if (timenow2  <= timenow)   
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection2 == 0) 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
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 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree2; 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection2 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
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//////////////////    
//tress///// 
           
 if (timenow3  <= timenow)   
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection3 == 0) 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
  
            
             
            
 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree3; 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
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  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection3 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }     
    
    
///////  
////four            
           
 if (timenow4  <= timenow)  //// 
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection4 == 0) //// 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
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 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree4;///////////// 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection4 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
 
////////      
 
//cinco 
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 if (timenow5  <= timenow)  //// 
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection5 == 0) //// 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
  
            
             
            
 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree5;///////////// 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
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 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection5 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
 
//////////       
// six  
 
           
 if (timenow6  <= timenow)  //// 
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection6 == 0) //// 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
  
            
             
            
 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree6;///////////// 
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 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection6 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
 
/////// 
///seven 
           
 if (timenow7  <= timenow)  //// 
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
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 if ( Protection7 == 0) //// 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
  
            
             
            
 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree7;///////////// 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
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 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection7 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
 
/////////// 
//ocho 
           
 if (timenow8  <= timenow)  //// 
           
 {/// add stop and reverse 
           
 if ( Protection8 == 0) //// 
           
 {  
            
 range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
            
 range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
            
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 /// Kill the motors 
            
  
            
  
            
             
            
 desire_angle = actual_heading + Rotating_degree8;///////////// 
            
  
            
 if( desire_angle > 360) 
            
 { 
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  desire_angle  = desire_angle - 360; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
  } 
             
            
 if( desire_angle < 0) 
            
 { 
            
  desire_angle  = 360 + desire_angle; 
            
  // adding in this case, because the value that will get in it is negative. 
            
 } 
             
           
 dt = 0.01;// make dt to be small 
           
 minimun_constant_speed = 80; 
           
 escaping = 0; 
           
 bzero(data_str,100); 
           
 Protection8 = 1;//////////////////// 
           
 } 
           
 }  
 
///////// 
           
 error_system = function_error( desire_angle, actual_heading); 
                                                function_Values_Servos(error_system, Foward_Gain, Reverse_Gain, 
&Power_Starboard, &Power_Port, &minimun_constant_speed, delay, protecting_fast_speed); 
    
 
  
  printf("\r\n desire_angle: %d \r\n", desire_angle); 
 
 //printf("\r\n Power_Port: %d \r\n", Power_Port); 
 //printf("\r\n Power_Starboard : %d \r\n", Power_Starboard ); 
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/////////////////////////////// 
////// these two lines are used to change the power percent values of the servos into useful 
values for the motor controllers 
//////////////////////////// 
printf("Power_Starboard: %d\n\r" , Power_Starboard); 
printf("Power_Port: %d\n\r" , Power_Port); 
first_value_path1 = 127 +((Power_Starboard * 127) / 100); 
second_value_path1 = 127 +(((Power_Port) * 127) / 100); 
 
 
/* 
if (Power_Port > 0 ) 
{ 
second_value_path1 = 127 +(((Power_Port + 5) * 127) / 100); 
} 
else 
{ 
 second_value_path1 = 127 +(((Power_Port - 5) * 127) / 100);  
} 
 
   
*/     
   
    
 range_value_detector(0, first_value_path1, letter, comfd); // Starboard 
 write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
 range_value_detector(1, second_value_path1 , letter, comfd);///Port 
 write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 
 
    
 /// these two command below are used to create the ramp the program. In the future 
they will become a function 
 
 if ( delay  < 1 ) 
 { 
  delay = delay + dt; 
   
  if ( delay > 1) 
  { 
   delay = 1; 
  } 
 } 
   
 /* 
 if (Reverse_Gain < maximum_Reverse_Gain ) 
 { 
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  Reverse_Gain = Reverse_Gain + dt; 
    
 } 
            
  
 */            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
           
 /////// 
           
 ////printf("\r\n"); 
                                        } 
                                } else if(ret2 == -1) { //If we're at the start of a new string. 
                                        perror("read"); 
                                        need_exit = 1; 
                                } 
                        } 
                        if(FD_ISSET(STDIN_FILENO, &fds)) { // Check for control  actions from input. 
                            do { 
                             ret2 = read(STDIN_FILENO, &c, 1); 
                            } while (ret2 < 0 && errno == EINTR); 
                             if(ret2 == 1) { 
                              if(c == '\x01') { // C-a 
                               need_exit = -1; 
                              }  
             
           
 if(c == 0x1B) { // Escape 
                               printf("testing escaping\r\n"); 
            
 escaping = 3; 
                              }  
                             } 
                           } 
                } else if (ret1 == 0){ 
                        //printf("select: timeout expired.\r\n"); 
                } 
        } while (!need_exit); 
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    usleep(500);  
    range_value_detector(0, 127, letter, comfd); // channel 1 
    write(comfd, &letter, 4); 
    range_value_detector(1, 127 , letter, comfd); 
    write(comfd, &letter, 4);// channel 2 
    usleep(500); 
        //Reset file attributes back to original state. 
        //First compass file. 
        //Flush and check. 
        if (tcflush(cmp_fd, TCIFLUSH) < 0) { 
                perror("tcflush -> cmp_fd:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
        //Set and check. 
        if (tcsetattr(cmp_fd, TCSANOW, &old_cmp_tio) < 0) { 
                perror("tcsetattr -> cmp_fd:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
        //Then STDIN. 
        //Flush and check. 
        if (tcflush(STDIN_FILENO, TCIFLUSH) < 0) { 
                perror("tcflush -> STDIN_FILENO:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
        //Set and check. 
        if (tcsetattr(STDIN_FILENO,TCSANOW,&old_kbd_tio) < 0) { 
                perror("tcsetattr -> STDIN_FILENO:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
 
        //Close open files. 
        if (close(cmp_fd) < 0) { 
                perror("close -> cmp_fd:"); 
                return (EXIT_FAILURE); 
        } 
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 //Reset file attributes back to original state. 
 tcsetattr(comfd,TCSANOW,&oldtio); 
 //tcsetattr(STDIN_FILENO,TCSANOW,&oldkey); 
 
  
 //Close open files. 
 close(comfd); 
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  close(Heading_Compass); 
  close(Pitch_Compass); 
  close(Roll_Compass); 
  close(Temperature_Compass); 
   
   
   
   
   
 
        //printf("Exiting compass parser.\r\n"); 
        return (01); 
 }  
 
 
// $   C  209.0   P  -1.50 R   -3.96   T   30.4  *   21 
 // %c %c    %f    %c   %f  %c   %f     %c   %f   %c   %d 
 int parsing_compass(char string[50]) 
 { 
 char letter; 
 char letterC; 
 float Heading;  
 char letterP; 
 float Pitch; 
 char letterR; 
 float Roll; 
 char letterT; 
 float Temperature; 
 char letteraster; 
 int checksum; 
 int i; 
time_t timenow;  
 i = sscanf(string, "%c %c  %f   %c   %f  %c  %f     %c   %f  %c   %d", &letter, &letterC, &Heading, 
&letterP, &Pitch, &letterR, &Roll, &letterT, &Temperature, &letteraster, &checksum); 
 
 timenow = time(NULL); 
  
 //printf ("\n%ld", timenow); 
 //printf ("\r\n %c \r\n" , letter ); 
 //printf (" %c \n\r " , letterC ); 
  
 printf (" %f \r\n " , Heading ); 
 //printf ("  %c \r\n " , letterP ); 
 //printf (" %f \r\n " , Pitch ); 
 //printf ("  %c \r\n " , letterR ); 
 //printf (" %f \r\n " , Roll ); 
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 //printf ("  %c \r\n " , letterT ); 
 //printf (" %f \r\n " , Temperature); 
 //printf ("  %c \r\n " ,  letteraster); 
 //printf ("  %d \r\n " , checksum ); 
  
 //fprintf(Heading_Compass, "%ld\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\r\n",timenow, 
Heading,Pitch,Roll,Temperature); 
 //f//printf(Pitch_Compass, " %f\r\n", Pitch); 
 //f//printf(Roll_Compass, " %f\r\n", Roll); 
 
 return (int)Heading; 
 } 
  
 
int create_file_Compass(void)  
{ 
  
 Heading_Compass = fopen("/home/eclipse/usbkey/Heading_Compass", "w"); 
  
 Pitch_Compass = fopen("/home/eclipse/usbkey/Pitch_Compass", "w"); 
  
 Roll_Compass = fopen("/home/eclipse/usbkey/Roll_Compass", "w"); 
  
 Temperature_Compass = fopen("/home/eclipse/usbkey/Temperature_Compass", "w"); 
  
 return 01; 
  
} 
int range_value_detector(int channel , int first_value, char a[], int comfd) 
{ 
 
 int string_value_2; 
 //int string_address = string_value_2; 
  
 if( ( first_value >= 0) & ( first_value <= 254) ) 
 { 
  //printf(" \r\nfirst value of the command:  %d \r\n", first_value); 
  //printf("Second Loop\r\n"); 
  string_value_2 = finding_dec_into_hex(channel,first_value, a); 
   
   
  //printf(" \r\n value of the command in string:  %i \r\n", *string_address); 
  //printf("\r\n This is the command 2 for function 1 in letter[0]: %x \r\n", a[0]); 
  //printf("\r\n This is the command 2 for function 1 in letter[1]: %x \r\n", a[1]); 
  //printf("\r\n This is the command 2 for function 1 in letter[2]: %x \r\n", a[2]); 
  //printf("\r\n This is the command 2 for function 1 in letter[3]: %x \r\n", a[3]); 
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  //printf("\r\n This is the command 2 for function 1 in letter[4]: %x \r\n", a[4]); 
 } 
  
  
 /*else if ( first_value == 0) 
 { 
  //printf(" \r\nfirst value of the command:  %d \r\n", first_value); 
  //printf("Third Loop\r\n"); 
 } 
 */ 
 else{ 
  
  //printf(" \r\nfirst value of the command:  %d \r\n", first_value); 
  //printf("\r\nfourth Loop\r\n"); 
  //printf("\r\ncommand out of range\r\n"); 
   
  return 01; 
 } 
  
 return 2; 
} 
int finding_dec_into_hex(int channel ,int first_value, char a[]) 
{ 
 
 int modulo_first_value; 
 char testing; 
 char string_value[5] = {0}; 
 int string_index = 1; 
 char temporary; 
  
 string_value[0] = 0x00; 
 string_value[1] = 0x00; 
  
 while ( first_value != 0) 
 { 
 modulo_first_value = first_value % 16; 
 //printf("\r\n%d\r\n", modulo_first_value); 
 testing = changing_decimal_to_string_hex(modulo_first_value); 
 string_value[string_index] = testing; 
 first_value = first_value / 16; 
  //printf("\r\n%d\r\n", first_value); 
  //printf("\r\n%x\r\n", testing); 
  //printf(" \r\n%i \r\n", string_index);  
  --string_index; 
  
 } 
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  ////printf(" \r\nNumber in Hex: %x \r\n", string_value);    
  //printf(" \r\nNumber in Hex: %x \r\n", string_value[0]); 
  //printf(" \r\nNumber in Hex: %x \r\n", string_value[1]); 
  //sending_command(string_value[0], string_value[1]);  
   
  temporary = string_value[0]; 
  //printf(" \r\ntemporary 1 in Hex: %x \r\n", temporary); 
  temporary = temporary << 4; 
  //printf(" \r\ntemporary 2 in Hex: %x \r\n", temporary); 
  temporary = temporary | string_value[1]; 
  //printf(" \r\ntemporary 3 in Hex: %x \r\n", temporary); 
   
  *(a + 3) = temporary; 
  *(a + 2) = function_2(channel); 
   
 return 01;  
} 
 
char changing_decimal_to_string_hex(int a) 
{ 
char variable; 
 
 //printf(" number = %i", a); 
 switch(a){ 
   case 0: 
    variable = 0x00; 
    break; 
  case 1: 
   variable = 0x01; 
   break; 
  case 2: 
   variable = 0x02; 
   break; 
  case 3: 
   variable = 0x03; 
   break; 
  case 4: 
   variable = 0x04; 
   break; 
  case 5: 
   variable = 0x05; 
   break; 
  case 6: 
   variable = 0x06; 
   break; 
  case 7: 
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   variable = 0x07; 
   break; 
  case 8: 
   variable = 0x08; 
   break; 
  case 9: 
   variable = 0x09; 
   break; 
  case 10: 
   variable = 0x0A; 
   break;  
  case 11: 
   variable = 0x0B; 
   break; 
  case 12: 
   variable = 0x0C; 
   break; 
  case 13: 
   variable = 0x0D; 
   break; 
  case 14: 
   variable = 0x0E; 
   break; 
  case 15: 
   variable = 0x0F; 
   break; 
  default: 
  variable = 'N'; 
   
 } 
  
return variable; 
} 
 
char function_2(int channel) 
{ 
 
char variable; 
 
 //printf(" number = %i", channel); 
 switch(channel){ 
   case 0: 
    variable = 0x00; 
    break; 
  case 1: 
   variable = 0x01; 
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   break; 
  case 2: 
   variable = 0x02; 
   break; 
  case 3: 
   variable = 0x03; 
   break; 
  case 4: 
   variable = 0x04; 
   break; 
  case 5: 
   variable = 0x05; 
   break; 
  case 6: 
   variable = 0x06; 
   break; 
  case 7: 
   variable = 0x07; 
   break; 
  case 8: 
   variable = 0x08; 
   break; 
  case 9: 
   variable = 0x09; 
   break; 
  case 10: 
   variable = 0x0A; 
   break; 
  case 11: 
   variable = 0x0B; 
   break; 
  case 12: 
   variable = 0x0C; 
   break; 
    default: 
  variable = 'N'; 
   
  } 
    
   return variable;  
  
 } 
  
 int function_filter( int variable1, int *variable2, int *variable3, int *start_value) 
{ 
int variable4; 
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 if (*start_value == 1) 
 { 
  *(variable2) = variable1; 
  *(variable3) = variable1; 
  *(start_value) = 0; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  variable4 = ((variable1 + *variable2 + *variable3)/3); 
  *(variable2) = variable1; 
  *variable3 = *variable2; 
 } 
 
 return variable4; 
 
} 
  
int function_error( int desire_angle, int actual_heading) 
{ 
 
int error_system; 
if ( ( desire_angle >= 0) & (desire_angle <= 180)) 
 { 
  if (( actual_heading >= desire_angle ) & ( actual_heading <= desire_angle + 180)) 
   { 
    error_system = (actual_heading - desire_angle) ; 
   } 
    
  if (( actual_heading > ( desire_angle + 180 )) & ( actual_heading < 360)) 
   { 
    error_system = ((360 - actual_heading) + desire_angle) * -1; 
   } 
  if (( actual_heading >= 0 ) & ( actual_heading < desire_angle)) 
   { 
    error_system = (desire_angle - actual_heading) * -1; 
   }  
  
 } 
  
  
 ////////// 
  
 if ( ( desire_angle > 180 ) & (desire_angle < 360)) 
 { 
  if (( actual_heading >= desire_angle ) & ( actual_heading < 360)) 
   { 
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    error_system = (actual_heading - desire_angle) ; 
   } 
    
  if (( actual_heading >= 0) & ( actual_heading <= (desire_angle - 180))) 
   { 
    error_system = ((360 + actual_heading) - desire_angle); 
   } 
  if (( actual_heading > (desire_angle - 180)) & ( actual_heading < desire_angle)) 
   { 
    error_system = (desire_angle - actual_heading) * -1; 
   }   
    
 }  
  
 return error_system; 
 } 
  
  
  
void function_Values_Servos(int error_system, float Foward_Gain, float Reverse_Gain, int 
*Power_Starboard, int *Power_Port, int *minimun_constant_speed, float delay, int 
protecting_fast_speed) 
{ 
 
int minimun_constant_speed_Starboard; 
int minimun_constant_speed_Port;  
int Power_Port_Variable; 
int Power_Starboard_Variable; 
//This is due to the fact of different friction in the motor/ 
 
minimun_constant_speed_Starboard = *minimun_constant_speed; 
minimun_constant_speed_Port = *minimun_constant_speed ; 
int bias_starboard = 13; 
int bias_port = 7; 
if (error_system >= 0) 
 {  
 if(error_system > 140)  
  { 
  Power_Starboard_Variable = ((((100 - minimun_constant_speed_Port ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain))/180)+ minimun_constant_speed_Port) * delay;// TO GO 
FOWARD 
  Power_Port_Variable = minimun_constant_speed_Starboard*delay; //Reverse 
  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10)* -1;// Foware 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard);// Foware 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port) ;// reverse 
  } 
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  if ( (error_system <= 140)&( error_system >= 20 )) 
  { 
  Power_Starboard_Variable = ((((100 - minimun_constant_speed_Port ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain))/180)+ minimun_constant_speed_Port) * delay;// TO GO 
FOWARD 
  Power_Port_Variable = (((0.833) * (error_system)) - (16.67)) * delay * 
(Reverse_Gain);// REVERSE 
  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10)*-1;// Foward 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard);// Foward 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port) ;// Reverse 
  } 
   
   
   
  if (( error_system > 5 ) & (error_system < 20)) 
  { 
  Power_Starboard_Variable  = ((((100 - minimun_constant_speed_Starboard ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain)))/180 + minimun_constant_speed_Starboard)* delay ;// 
FOWARD 
  Power_Port_Variable = (((( -1 * minimun_constant_speed_Port) * 
(error_system) ))/15.0 + ( (minimun_constant_speed_Port*20)/15.0))* 
delay*(Reverse_Gain);//FOWARD 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard);// Foward 
  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10) * -1;// Foward 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port)*-1;// FOWARD 
  } 
   
  if ( error_system <= 5 ) 
  { 
   Power_Starboard_Variable  = ((((100 - 
minimun_constant_speed_Starboard ) * (error_system) * (Foward_Gain)))/180 + 
minimun_constant_speed_Starboard)* delay ;// FOWARD 
   Power_Port_Variable = (minimun_constant_speed_Port*delay); 
//NEUTRAL 
   //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10) * -1;// 
Foward 
   *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard);// 
Foward 
   *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port)* -
1;///FOWARD///PORT 
   if ( protecting_fast_speed == 0) 
   { 
   *minimun_constant_speed = 30;/////// the minimun value of the 
vehicle in the water 
   } 
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  } 
   
   
 } 
  
 //// 
  
 if (error_system < 0) 
 {  
  error_system = error_system * -1; 
  if(error_system > 140)  
  { 
  Power_Port_Variable = ((((100 - minimun_constant_speed_Port ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain))/180)+ minimun_constant_speed_Port) * delay;// TO GO 
FOWARD 
  Power_Starboard_Variable = minimun_constant_speed_Starboard*delay; 
//Reverse 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port) * -1;// Foward 
  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10);// REVERSE 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard)* -1; 
  } 
   
   
  if ( (error_system <= 140)&( error_system >= 20 )) 
  { 
  Power_Port_Variable = ((((100 - minimun_constant_speed_Port ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain))/180)+ minimun_constant_speed_Port) * delay;// TO GO 
FOWARD 
  Power_Starboard_Variable = (((0.833) * (error_system)) - (16.67)) * delay * 
(Reverse_Gain);// REVERSE 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port) * -1;// Foward 
  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10);// REVERSE 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard)* -1;//
 REVERSE 
  } 
   
 if (( error_system > 5 ) & (error_system < 20)) 
  { 
  Power_Port_Variable = ((((100 - minimun_constant_speed_Port ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain))/180)+ minimun_constant_speed_Port) * delay;// TO GO 
FOWARD 
  Power_Starboard_Variable = (((( -1 * minimun_constant_speed_Starboard) * 
(error_system))/15.01) + ( 
(minimun_constant_speed_Starboard*20)/15.01))*delay*(Foward_Gain);// Foward 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port) * -1;// Foward 
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  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10)  * -1;// Foward 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  bias_starboard);// Foward 
  } 
   
   
  if ( error_system <= 5 ) 
  { 
   
  Power_Port_Variable = ((((110 - minimun_constant_speed_Port ) * 
(error_system) * (Foward_Gain))/180)+ minimun_constant_speed_Port) * delay;// TO GO 
FOWARD 
  Power_Starboard_Variable = minimun_constant_speed_Starboard*delay; 
  *(Power_Port)  = (Power_Port_Variable + bias_port) * -1;// Foward 
  //*(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable + 10)  * -1;//
 REVERSE 
  *(Power_Starboard) = (Power_Starboard_Variable +  
bias_starboard);//FOWARD///// 
   
  if ( protecting_fast_speed == 0) 
   { 
   *minimun_constant_speed = 30;/////// the minimun value of the 
vehicle in the water 
   } 
   
  } 
    
 } 
 printf("Power_Starboard_Variable: %d\n\r" , Power_Starboard_Variable); 
 printf("Power_Port_Variable: %d\n\r" , Power_Port_Variable); 
  
 } 
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B. Sliding mode controller: Actual vs. Simulated. 
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C. Test and Calibration Certificate of IMU Xsens 
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